REQUIRED
Provider

Cookie(s)

Description

Google

_ga

We use Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to gain a better understanding of
how users browse and interact with our website in order to improve our website and
offer a better user experience for everyone.

_gid
_gat_UA-#######
_dc_gtm_UA-###






OPTIONAL
Usage Type

Expiry
2 Years
24 Hours
1 Minute

_ga: Used in combination with the _gid to distinguish users and generate
statistical data.
_gid: Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how
the visitor uses the website.
_gat_UA-###: Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate
_dc_gtm_UA-###: Your unique Analytics ID used by Google Tag Manager
to generate visitor and statistical data.
2. Analytical

If you are logged into your Google account while visiting our site, Google is able to
track your use of certain websites (such as ours) which use Google plug-ins. You will
have agreed to this arrangement as part of signing up for a Google account, and
Google will already have placed cookies on your device for this purpose.
The Google cookie names are: pref, 1p_jar, nid, hsid, apisid, sid, ssid, sapisid, gaps,
lsid, beat, uls, consent, and dv. Google's privacy policy on the information which it
obtains from these cookies can be found here.
More Information can be found here.
Crazy Egg

_ceg.s
_ceg.u

Crazy Egg is a tool used by this website for analytical purposes to greater improve
the performance and design of the website. Crazy Egg provides a host of interesting
information about users, it allows us to see what's hot and what's not, knowing
exactly where our visitors are coming from with tools like heatmaps, scrollmaps, A/B
testing and recordings.
The cookies set by Crazy Egg may contain a cookie value that allows Crazy Egg to
detect if the Client Site Visitor is a returning Client Site Visitor or a first-time Client
Site Visitor. No Personally Identifiable Information relating to the Client Site Visitor
or details about our site’s content or statistics are stored within these cookies.

3 Months
3 Months

2. Analytical

For more information, visit the Crazy Egg Cookie Policy.
https://twycrosszoo.org
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3. Functionality

1 Day
1 Day

